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What Is Happening In Haiti Will Come
Here Too

8–10 minutes

The kind of rampant civil unrest that has thrown Haiti into turmoil
will happen in the United States and other wealthy western nations
too.  At this point, it is just a matter of time.  Here in the United
States, we have been adding millions upon millions of extremely
desperate people on top of the millions upon millions of extremely
desperate people that we already had.  Politicians in major cities
such as New York and Chicago openly admit that they can’t
possibly take any more migrants because the social services
available for them have been completely overwhelmed, but more
migrants just keep coming anyway.  We are creating an extremely
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explosive environment, and the pressure that is coming in 2024
and beyond could push things over the edge.

If you want an idea of what is coming, just look at what is
happening in Haiti right now.  Following years of disastrous
policies, the entire nation has descended into a state of chaos…

The Republic of Haiti has been sliding toward failed state status
for much of the 21st Century, but over the past few weeks, the
collapse escalated at a blistering pace. Following the
assassination of president Jovenel Moïse in 2021, the prime
minister and acting president Ariel Henry has failed to control the
gang violence wreaking havoc on the capital, Port-au-Prince. With
gangs now controlling as much as 80 percent of the city, Henry
traveled to Guyana in February to sign a treaty allowing a
contingent of 1,000 Kenyan police officers to patrol Port-au-Prince.
But after the gangs shut down the airport and released thousands
from prison, Henry was forced to announce his resignation from
exile — and delay the police force deployment that could help
bring order to the capital.

It would be hard to overstate how nightmarish conditions have
become in Haiti.

One British news source is comparing the current state of affairs to
“the post-apocalyptic world of Mad Max”…

Haiti has been compared to the post-apocalyptic world of Mad
Max as gang chaos continues.

Gang leaders are still fighting despite absentee Prime Minister
Ariel Henry agreeing to resign last week.

With Haitians awaiting the formation of a Transitional Governing
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Council that is set to take power before elections are held, gangs
looted aid supplies over the weekend.

UNICEF said containers with “essential items for maternal,
neonatal, and child survival, including resuscitators and related
equipment” were snared by gangs in the capital Port-au-Prince on
Saturday.

Apparently the Biden administration decided that it would be a
good idea to open the floodgates for those that wish to leave Haiti
and come here.

According to the Washington Examiner, so far the Department of
Homeland Security has helped to relocate more than 130,000
migrants from Haiti in dozens of U.S. cities…

The Department of Homeland Security has guided over 130,000
illegal immigrants from gang-ravaged Haiti into dozens of
unidentified American cities, but it won’t say where.

Many of the 133,000 arrived in just one city that the Biden
administration won’t identify, according to a federal report
reviewed by the Center for Immigration Studies.

The Washington-based CIS, which backs ending illegal
immigration, said that many immigrants flew themselves to the
unidentified cities, while others arrived through land ports only to
be released to wherever they wanted to go.

Of course a lot more are heading our way.

According to Florida Governor Ron DeSantis, a boat carrying a
group of Haitian migrants that had guns, drugs and night vision
gear was recently intercepted off the coast of his state…

“Our Florida Fish and Wildlife offices interdicted a vessel that had
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25 illegal immigrants, potential illegal immigrants from Haiti in their
boat. In their vessel, they had firearms, they had drugs, they had
night vision gear, and were boating very recklessly, which would
potentially endanger other folks,” DeSantis said at a press
conference where he signed three pieces of legislation to deter
illegal immigration.

“That vessel was interdicted near the Sebastian Inlet and those
illegal aliens were turned over to the Coast Guard for deportation,”
the governor said.

Needless to say, it isn’t just extremely desperate people from Haiti
that are attempting to come to the United States in very large
numbers.

Right now, our borders are under siege from “asylum seekers” that
are coming to us from all over the globe.

Migrants have been taught that if they just say the right things
about “seeking asylum” they will be let into the country.

And this isn’t just happening at the southern border.

Over the past couple of years, the number of migrants crossing
over from Canada has been increasing at an exponential rate…

In fiscal year 2023, border officials encountered 189,401 illegal
and inadmissible immigrants along the U.S.–Canada border,
including at the ports of entry. Of those, 10,021 were caught
crossing illegally between ports of entry.

In fiscal 2021, that number was 916.

Far more have been coming over the southern border.

Overall, we are witnessing a tsunami of migration that is far
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greater than anything that we have ever witnessed before.  The
following comes from U.S. Senator John Cornyn…

Under President Biden’s leadership, we’ve seen an
unprecedented crisis at our southern border, and an administration
that proves time and time again that they simply don’t care.

Since President Biden took office, U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) has logged more than 5.4 million illegal border
crossings, plus at least 1.5 million “gotaways” – that is, border
crossers who were detected by CBP technology, but who were
never apprehended.

Once “asylum seekers” are released into this country, they could
literally go anywhere.

One migrant from Lebanon that was encountered at the border
actually admitted that he was a member of Hezbollah and that he
was planning to go to New York City and make a bomb…

A Lebanese migrant who was caught sneaking over the border
admitted he’s a member of Hezbollah, he hoped to make a bomb,
and his destination was New York, The Post can reveal.

Basel Bassel Ebbadi, 22, was caught by the US Border Patrol on
March 9 near El Paso, Texas. While in custody, he was asked
what he was doing in the US, to which he replied, “I’m going to try
to make a bomb,” according to a Border Patrol document
exclusively obtained by The Post.

We were quite fortunate to have caught that guy before he did any
damage.

But how many others have successfully entered this country
through our wide open borders?
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Our politicians go on and on about “threats to national security”,
but it is all empty talk unless they are willing to secure our borders.

Because without secure borders, our nation will never be secure.

Unfortunately, more desperate people continue to pour over our
borders with each passing day, and it won’t be too long before we
reach a tipping point.

Michael’s new book entitled “Chaos” is available in
paperback and for the Kindle on Amazon.com, and you can
check out his new Substack newsletter right here.
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About the Author: Michael Snyder’s extremely controversial new
book entitled “Chaos” is available in paperback and for the
Kindle on Amazon.com.  He has also written seven other books
that are available on Amazon.com including “End Times”, “7 Year
Apocalypse”, “Lost Prophecies Of The Future Of America”, “The
Beginning Of The End”, and “Living A Life That Really Matters”.
(#CommissionsEarned)  When you purchase any of Michael’s
books you help to support the work that he is doing.  You can also
get his articles by email as soon as he publishes them by
subscribing to his Substack newsletter.  Michael has published
thousands of articles on The Economic Collapse Blog, End Of The
American Dream and The Most Important News, and he always
freely and happily allows others to republish those articles on their
own websites.  You can connect with Michael
on YouTube, Facebook and Twitter, and sharing his articles on
your own social media accounts is definitely a great help.  These
are such troubled times, and people need hope.  John 3:16 tells us
about the hope that God has given us through Jesus Christ: “For
God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting
life.”  If you have not already done so, we strongly urge you to
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invite Jesus Christ to be your Lord and Savior today.
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